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Background Information: Named after Major Walter Reed, the Army surgeon who discovered the cause of yellow fever, the Walter Reed General Hospital opened in 1909. After the Army Medical School, Army Dental School, Army School of Nursing, and other training facilities were established near the hospital, the campus became the Army Medical Center in 1923. In 1951, the 100th anniversary of the birth of Walter Reed, the center became the Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC). The Army acquired the Forest Glen Annex in Maryland in 1942 for use as a convalescent center for World War II patients. The original Forest Glen buildings were built for the National Park Seminary, a women’s school (later National Park College). The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), with the National Museum of Health and Medicine, were co-located at the Center before the Base Realignment and Closure proposal for 2005. BRAC included a realignment of the WRAMC campus that had as one element the disestablishment of AFIP with relocation of its "military relevant functions" and the movement of the National Museum of Health and Medicine to Forest Glen. The Army Medical School is now the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research and moved to Forest Glen in 1999.

Series Scope and Content Note: The collection contains material collected over time by Otis Historical Archives and items transferred from the WRAMC Public Affairs Office. Series are divided by subject, donation source, and type of material and wherever possible reflect the original organization of the material at the time of donation. Items of note in the collection include brochures, publications, and ephemera from various WRAMC service providers; press releases; photographs; material from the Army’s Prosthetics Research Laboratory; a two-volume book of photomicrographs documenting the pathology of the eye; copies of Stripe (originally Service Stripe), the WRAMC staff newspaper; the Army School of Nursing’s annuals/yearbooks from the 1920s; scrapbooks and photographs from the Army Community Service organization; a limited number of films documenting the early development of the microscope, events and ceremonies at WRAMC, and research conducted at AFIP; and bound copies of the patient-produced newspaper The Comeback.
SERIES 001: OTIS ARCHIVES COLLECTED MATERIAL

This series includes materials which have been organized alphabetically by subject and include correspondence, reports, speeches, brochures, publications by WRAMC, directories, WRAMC catalogues, regulations, unpublished reports and internal memoranda and administrative files, and newsclippings (Box 001-Box 009 and Oversized Box 034).

SERIES 002: PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE MATERIAL

The WRAMC Public Affairs Office (PAO) transferred these materials to the NMHM in 1990. Files are organized according to their original alphabetical labels. Items include press releases, clippings, photographs, internal publications, reports, and memoranda (Box 010).

SERIES 003: PHOTOGRAPHS AND SLIDES

This series includes photographs and slides from a variety of sources and is arranged in the following categories: 1) Buildings and Grounds; 2) People, Activities and Events; 3) PAO and Stripe Photographs; and 4) WRAMC Historical Collections Slides (Box 011-Box 017 and Oversized Box 034).

SERIES 004: U.S. ARMY PROSTHETICS RESEARCH LAB

A program was established at the end of World War II under the sponsorship of the Armed Services and the Veterans Administration and was later implemented on a permanent basis to authorize annual expenditures for the development of improved prosthetic devices as part of what came to be known as the Artificial Limb Program. This work involved the cooperation of several scientific disciplines and organizations, including the Army Prosthetics Research Laboratory at Walter Reed Army Medical Center. This series consists primarily of schematic drawings of prosthetic devices and components completed from the late 1940s until the early 1970s at the APRL. The series includes approximately 1500 drawings transferred from the US Army Medical Bioengineering Research and Development Laboratory (Box 018-Box 19 and oversize material in flat file storage).

SERIES 005: PATHOLOGY OF THE EYE PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

This series consists of two volumes of photomicrographs titled Pathology of the Eye, photographed and arranged by Helenor Campbell (1895-1998). Campbell's 33-year career at the Army Medical Museum began in December 1920 when she was recruited by the museum's curator, George C. Callender. Campbell was the histopathology technician assigned to work with Callender to staff the newly inaugurated Section on Ophthalmic and Otolaryngologic Pathology. During the 1920s and 1930s she absorbed an exceptional understanding of ocular histology and pathology through her daily interactions with such outstanding military pathologists as Callender, James Ash, and Elbert DeCoursey. She also collaborated with Ash and DeCoursey in selecting and preparing illustrations for the first 3 editions of the Atlas of Ophthalmic Pathology. Campbell made more than 35 scholarly contributions to the scientific literature in 17 different refereed publications (Box 020-Box 021).

SERIES 006: ARMY SCHOOL OF NURSING ANNUALS

In 1918, during the height of World War I, the Army School of Nursing was authorized by the Secretary
of War as an alternative to utilizing nurses' aides in Army hospitals. Courses of instruction opened at several Army hospitals in July 1918. In December 1918, there were 1,578 students in the program. By 1923, the school had been consolidated at Walter Reed General Hospital. It was discontinued by the Secretary of War on 12 August 1931 as an economy measure. A total of 937 young women completed the course in nursing and received the diploma of the school. *The Lamp and the Caduceus*, written by Marlette Conde, a graduate of the school, was published in 1975 and describes the beginning, progress, and closing of the Army School of Nursing. This series includes annuals/yearbooks from the school for the following years: 1921 (2), 1923, 1925-1927, 1929 (2), and 1930-1931 (Box 022-Box 023).

**SERIES 007: STRIPE—WRAMC STAFF NEWSPAPER**

The *Stripe* (originally *Service Stripe*) was a staff newspaper that covered military society and culture and ceased publication in August 2011. It served Walter Reed Army Medical Center and the Forest Glen Annex and was part of Comprint Military Publications. Stories about the Museum were regular features in *Stripe*, so the newspaper also effectively documents some of the major developments in the history of the museum over time. This series includes copies from 1980 to 2010. (Box 024-Box 028)

**SERIES 008: ARMY COMMUNITY SERVICE PHOTOGRAPHS AND SCRAPBOOKS**

Following a staff study made in April 1965, at the request of the Surgeon General, WRAMC Army Community Service was established by General Orders in March 1966. ACS provided information, guidance, and referral to the WRAMC community and was active in crisis intervention. Staff promoted close liaison with all WRAMC offices and referrals were made by Troop Command, JAG, Army Health Nurses, Red Cross, NP Outpatient Clinic, etc. The Volunteer program was initiated in December 1966 at a meeting of the women representing all WRAMC units, all women’s clubs and including the wives of the Surgeon General and the CGs of WRAMC and WRGH. This series consists of scrapbooks and images from photo albums collected over the course of ACS history from 1965 to 2005. (Box 029-Box 033)

**SERIES 009: GUESTBOOKS**

This series consists of two guest books used at WRAMC from ca. 1960-1989.

**SERIES 010: FILMS**

The films in this series document the early development of the microscope, events and ceremonies at WRAMC, and research conducted at AFIP. Unfortunately, at the present time these films have not been digitized and remain in their original format, in some cases without sound. (Box 034)

**SERIES 011: COMEBACK NEWSPAPERS**

Four bound volumes of the *Come-back* (aka *Comeback*), the Walter Reed newspaper produced by patients for patients, during and immediately after World War I, including the first edition from December 1918. Four volumes (very fragile, brittle condition) cover the period from 1918-1921. (Oversized material in flat file storage)
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SERIES 001: OTIS ARCHIVES COLLECTED MATERIAL

Box 001:

00001: American Red Cross Volunteer Program
00002: Armed Forces Epidemiology Board Silver Anniversary, 1966
00003: Army Community Service Center Publications
00004: Army/DOD regulations, 1986-1987
00005: Army School of Nursing Circular of Information, ca. 1918
00006: Army School of Nursing 25th Anniversary Alumnae Journal, 1946
00007: Audio-Visual Services Files
00008: Borden Institute, Pavilion, and Relationship with GWU Medical School
00012: Borden’s Dream: The WRAMC in Washington D.C., CD-ROM Set with TIFs and PDFs

Box 002:

00013: BRAC—Articles, Integration Plans, and Recommendations
00014: Brochures—Historical and Contemporary WRAMC Services
00015: Bruegge, Colin Francis Vorder, Commanding General, Curriculum Vitae (1988)
00016: Centennial Celebration, Programs and Brochures (See also Box 6 Photographs) (2009)
00017: Chemotherapy Guide Book, by Linda Ridgle and Irene Castaneda
00018: Clinical Investigator’s Guide, 1992
00019: Command Performance Summary, 1986
00020: Commanders of Walter Reed—Historical Background and List
00021: Community Relations Slide Set—A Syllabus for Use w/ Army Medical Services
Orientation Lecture Slides on Components, Achievements and Contributions

00022: Correspondence/Memoranda—Administrative, 1956-2005
00023: Defense and Veterans Head Injury Program
00024: Deployment Health Clinical Center
00025: Education Division and Educational Resources at AFIP
00026: Eisenhower Surgery at WRGH and Related Material

Box 003:

00027: Electronic Medical Records
00028: Emergency Management Plan
00029: Events: Speeches, Ceremonies, Change of Command, Dedications, 1951-2010
00030: Fisher House, 2007
00031: Integration, Office of (Newsletter), 2007
00032: Medical Service Command Officer Course: Cold Injury, Whayne, 1951
00033: Military Advanced Training Center
00034: Military Pathologists Meeting/Conference, 1954
00035: Mologne House Hotel, Article and Brochures, 1997-2007
00038: National Park Seminary/Forest Glen, Clippings and Historical Material
00039: National Park Seminary Site Preservation Feasibility Study, 1973
00040: New Hospital Opening, Correspondence, 1977
00041: Nurses/Nursing—Brochures, Clippings, and Seminar on Nursing Budgets
00042: Orthopedic Surgery Department Reports, 2001-06

Box 004:

00045: Paws for Purple Hearts Program Brochure
00046: Pershing Suite Brochure
00048: Programs: Ceremonies, Dedications, Symposia, Lectures, Etc., 1953-2005
00049: Protocols: Procurement and Processing of Bone Biopsies
00050: Public Law 89-746: Addition to WRAMC, 1966
00051: Red Cross Certificate of Appreciation, 1987
00052: Scientific Advisory Board Meetings, AFIP: Minutes, Agendas, Appendices (1947)
00053: Specimen Tracking System (SPETS)
00054: Sudan Orientation Training Tour, 1982
00055: Supervisor's Handbook, WRAMC, 1982
Box 005:

00057: Transition to Practice seminar
00058: TRICARE Pamphlets, 1997
00059: UPI Reports on Jose Napoleon Duarte, Treated at WRAMC, Sept. 1989
00060: Videotape Catalog: Programs Produced By and/or Available from WRAMC-TV, 1986
00061: Videotape: Dedication of Veterans Memorial Park, 1988
00062a: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR), Division of Preventive Medicine Brochures—Desert Storm and Haiti
00062b: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR), Publications and Clippings, 1991-2001
00064: WRAIR, Machine Shop Work (Including Photographs), ca. 1973-80
00065: WRAIR and the Naval Medical Research Unit, New Building Brochure, 1998
00066: WRAMC Enhanced Use Leasing Industry Forum, 2004

Box 006:

00067: WRAMC Graduation and Awards Ceremony, 2005
00068: WRAMC (U.S. Army Medical Center) Guide/Catalogue, ca. World War II
00069: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, ca. 1956, 1968
00070: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 1973, 1975
00071: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 1980-1982
00072: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 1985-1986
00073: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 1987-1989
00074: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 1990-1995
00075: WRAMC Guides/Catalogues, 2000-2005
00076: WRAMC Hospital Formulary Pharmacy Service, 1989-1990
00077: WRAMC Infectious Disease Service Guide

Box 007:

00078: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1940s
00079: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1950s
00080: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1960s
00081: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1970s
00082: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1980s
00083: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 1990s
00084: WRAMC, Newsclippings, Hospital Staff, 1999-2006
00085: WRAMC, Newsclippings, Trial of Dr. Michal Hamner, 2001
00087: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 2007
00088: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 2008
00089: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 2009
00090: WRAMC, Newsclippings, 2010

Box 008:

00091: WRAMC Obituaries
00092: WRAMC Outpatient Guidebook, Winter 2000
00093: WRAMC Pamphlets (Medical Services, Operations, Management), 1992-94
00094a: WRAMC Regulations, 1968-1973
00094b: WRAMC Regulations, 1974-1978
00094d: WRAMC Regulations, 1992-95 [1 of 2]

Box 009:
00094e: WRAMC Regulations, 1992-95 [2 of 2]
00095a: WRAMC Section 106 Final Report, 1994 [1 of 2]
00095b: WRAMC Section 106 Final Report, 1994 [2 of 2]
00096: Walter Reed General Hospital Memorial Chapel Book, 1930
00097: Walter Reed, Gold Medal Award Letter from Secretary of Treasury, 1931
00098: Walter Reed National Vaccine Healthcare Center Grand Opening, 2001
00099: Walter Reed Society, Inc.
00100: Walter Reed, Yellow Fever and Infectious Disease Timeline
00101: Ward 8, Eisenhower Suite
00102: Ward 72, VIP Guest Books (CD-ROMs; 5 books, 2 copies each)
00103: Wickliffe, MGEN Nell, Memorabilia [see also oversize]
00104: Yellow Ribbon Fund Newsletter

Box 034: (OVERSIZED BOX)
00213: Map of Washington, DC, prior to establishment of WRAMC
00214: Map, Army Medical Research and Graduate Teaching Center, February 10, 1947
00215: Working papers (notes, drafts for press releases)
00216: WRAMC Safety Guide
00217: WRAMC – WRAIR evacuation plan, 1966
00218: X-ray Calibration Data, 1960

SERIES 002: PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE FILES

Box 010: (Note: files that include photos are noted with an *)
00105: AIDS
00106: Appropriations and Expansion*
00107: Asian-American Week*
00108: Budget cuts, 1960-1961
00109: Career Program Management
00110: Dedication of Walter Reed Memorial, Nov. 21, 1966*
00111: Departmental Newsletters
00112: Early Anniversary/First Patient, 1948*
00113: Dwight D. Eisenhower Army Medical Center*
00114: Frank Sullivan Recollections of WRGH Opening
00115: Genesee Hospital
00116: Granada
00117: Grey, Bertha J.
00118: Groundbreaking/History*
00119: Historical Background, Speeches & Articles, on Walter Reed, WRAMC, and AFIP
00120: Influenza: FAQs (H1N1, swine)
00121: Lyme Disease
00122: Medical Staff, 1954*
00123: Metals Within Us
00124: Myers, MGEn Paul/Wilford Hall Medical Center
00125: New Hospital Articles
00126: Nurses in Classroom, n.d.*
00127: Old Hospital, Douglas & Stanton
00128: Orientation Tour (wives)
00129: Outpatient Areas*
00130: Patient Transport*
00131: Patients*
00132: Post Theater
00133: POW Patients (Korean War)
00134: POW Returnees, Handling of
00135: Public Relations Typescript
00136: Red Cross*
00137: Rehab Clinic*
00138: Scholarships
00139: Scientific Advisory Panel
00140: Surgeries*
00141: Transition [Training Program, 1973]
00142: Wratten Symposium

SERIES 003: PHOTOGRAPHS

Box 011: Buildings and Grounds [1 of 2]

00143: Aerial Views of WRAMC
  - Photo of Original WRAMC Plans (1909)
  - Walter Reed General Hospital (May 25, 1917)
  - WRH View Looking NW w/ Red Cross, Kitchen, Patient’s Mess (1919)
  - WR Hospital (1919)
  - WRAH Takoma Park, Washington DC View East from Strack to Ga. Ave (1919)
  - WRGH Nurses, Gate House, Main Entrance, CO Hq, Wards 1-4 (March 15, 1919)
  - WRGH Showing Main Building (1919)
  - Walter Reed Army Hospital Main Building and Additions w/ Dates (1928)
  - View of WR with Hosp in the Center (n.d.)
  - WRH and Grounds, Two Smoke Stacks Visible (n.d.)
  - WRAMC, Red Cross and Administration Buildings (SC 96045)
  - Overhead Views of WRAMC (n.d.)
  - Aerial Photos of WRAMC Area, Color, Various Views (n.d.)
00144: Aerial View of AFIP (October 21, 1955)
00145: Gates
- 16th Street Entrance to with Delano Hall in Background, PIO # 321902, 1949
- 16th Street Entrance with Cars and Delano Hall in Background, ca. 1950
- Georgia Ave Entrance, n.d.
- MP Stands at 16th Street Entrance, PIO # 321903, 1949
00146: Maps of WRAMC
- Plan View of WR Base
- Directory of Buildings WRAMC
- Map with 8 Bases Listed
00147: Army Hospitals, Pre-1909
- Valley Forge Reproduction of Hut Built on Site Occupied 1777-78, SC 96066
- Cliffburne Hospital
- Finley U.S. General Hospital
- Carver Barracks, Washington D.C.
00148: Army Medical School
- First Graduating Class, 1894
- Graduating Class, 1901-02
- Louisiana Ave, ca. 1922, Reeve 60542
- New Wing, East Elevation, 1931
00149: Building 1, Exterior Views
- WRAH, World War I, 1917
- WRAGH, 1923
- WRAGH, ca. 1924
- WRAGH, 1930
- Front Façade with Fountain, SC 320751, 1948
- Hospital at Night, 1948
- Hospital in Snow, n.d.
- WRAGH, Front and Surrounding Buildings in Snow, ca. 1950s-60s
- Hospital During Snow Storm, 1954
- Front Façade, 1969
- Front Façade, Annual WRGH Tree Lighting Ceremony, Dec. 1969
- Front Façade, ca. 1960-1970s (3 views)
- Front Façade with Fountain, ca. 1970s
- Front Façade in Winter w/ Fountain View (color)
- Front Façade w/ Medical Staff and Patients (color)
- Photocopied Negatives
00150: Buildings—Exterior and Interior, 1920s (NARA SG 590000 Series)
00151: Buildings, 1926-1928
- West Elevation and North End, 1928
- West Elevation, 1928
- East Elevation, 1928
- Ward 1 and Ward 2
- Mess and Kitchen, Corridor E2
- Mess and Kitchen, Corridor E1
- Mess and Kitchen, Corridor E1, Corridor A and B
- Ward 1 and 2, Pavilion, Corridor A and H
- Const. Quartermaster Dept. Arch.
- Medical Supply Warehouse (3 views)

00152: Buildings, ca. 1930s
- Ward 21 (Original Isolation Ward), Building 13
- Observation Ward, Building 14
- Army Medical School North Wing, South Wing, Center Wing, Building 40
- N.C.O. Club, Building A
- Post-Engineer Signal Public Relations Offices, Building D-37
- Buildings B-16, B-17, B-18
- Post Exchange, Building B-19
- Buildings 44-A through 44-R
- Building 1: Façade, East and West Pavilion, Center/North/East/West Wings
- Orthopedic Shop and Sterilizing Room, Bldg. 1-G
- Garbage House, Bldg. 2
- Registrar’s Office, Bldg. 3
- Registrar’s Office Annex, Bldg. 3-A
- Quartermaster Building 4
- Carpenter Shop, Bldg. 5
- Gas and Oil House, Bldg. 5
- Main Barrack, Bldg. 7
- Officers’ Quarters, Bldg. 8
- Flagstaff, Bldg. 10
- Nurses’ Quarters, Bldg. 11
- Junior Officers’ Apartments, Bldg. 12
- Central Heating Plant, Bldg. 15
- Incinerator, Bldg. 16
- Guest House (Post Mess), Bldg. 17
- Officers’ Quarters, Bldg. 18-29
- Oil Storehouse, Bldg. 31
- Ordnance M.T. Garage, Bldg. 32
- Medical Supply Building, Bldg. 33
- Medical Supply Warehouse, Bldg. 33-A
- Isolation Ward, Bldg. 34
- T.B. Ward, Bldg. 36
- Guard House, Bldg. 38
- Greenhouse, Bldg. 39
- Outpatient Wards 31-32, Bldg. 42
- Wards 33-35, Bldg. 43
- Greenhouse #2, Bldg. 47
- Swimming Pool, Officers’ Club, Bldg. 48
- Greenhouse #3, Bldg. 50
- Hotbed Plant House, Bldg. 53
- Laundry, Bldg. 56
- Non-Commissioned Officers’ Quarters, Bldg. 59
- Memorial Fountain, Bldg. 60
- Greenhouse #4, Bldg. 51
- Wards 36-38 Building, Bldg. 52
- Chapel, Bldg. 57
- Neuropsychiatric Wards 16-19, Bldg. 58

00153: Buildings, Including Forest Glen, 1930s-1940s
- New Medical Center and Schools, 1932
- Junior Officer Apartments, n.d.
- Officers’ Quarters, Bldg. 8-9
- Garage, Bldg. 12
- Boiler Plant
- P.X. Gas Service Station, Bldg. 82
- New Fire Station, Bldg. 90
- Swimming Pool, Bldg. 88
- Aerial Views of Walter Reed
- Construction of Rehabilitation Building, Forest Glen (3 photos)
- Exterior of addition to Encephalitis Clinics
- Air Conditioning Unit on Roof of Headquarters and Army Medical School Building
- Outside View of Personal Affairs Building
- Exterior of Officers’ Club
- Roof Covering Over Walk from Hospital to Reconditioning Shops
- Pagoda, Forest Glen
- Misc. Unlabeled Photos (4)

00154: Forest Glen
- “Bird’s Eye View of National Park Seminary” (2 color illustration prints)
- Map: Forest Glen Section
- Bridge to the English Garden Castle

Box 012: Buildings and Grounds [2 of 2]

00155: Post Theatre Construction, 1949 (18 Photos)
00156: Misc. Buildings and Grounds, Unlabeled Negatives, 1950s
- Images of Hospital and Surrounding Grounds (12 Negatives)
- Forest Glen (4 Negatives)
- Outdoor Images (14 Negatives)

00157: New Hospital, Artists’ Conceptions and Models
- Sketches and Drawings (4 images)
- Photo of Painting of New Hospital
- Models for New Hospital and Grounds (21 images)

00158: New hospital floor plans
00159: New hospital groundbreaking, 1972
00160: New Hospital Construction [1 of 2]
  - 3” x 5”, 4” x 6”, Irregular (63 photos)
00161: New Hospital Construction [2 of 2]
  - 8” x 10” (39 photos)
00162: New Hospital, Complete
00163: Buildings, WRAMC and Forest Glen, ca. 1980s
- Bldg. 41, Old Head and Neck Wards 40 and 41, Old Red Cross, USACC
- Bldg. 52, Old Wards 36-38, Orthopedic and Dialysis
- Bldg. 122, FG, Old Furniture Repair Shop
- Mess Hall, WRAMC Main Post
- Bldg. 1, Old Cardiology, Labor and Delivery Room, Ward 7, Neurosurgery Ward 10
- Bldg. 1, Old Patient Admin/Register, Allergy/Extract Lab,
- Bldg. 7, Offices and Unlabeled Empty Rooms
- Bldg. 11, Old Medical Maintenance Building
- Unidentified House

00164: Buildings and Activities, Taken by B. Chidel, 1985
- Walter Reed army Institute of Research, Vedder Pavilion
- Original Walter Reed General Hospital, Bldg. 1
- Walter Reed Hospital Outpatient Pharmacy
- Medical Library in Walter Reed Hospital, Bldg. 2
- Pool at WRAMC
- Entrance to Walter Reed Hospital Looking Southwest, Etching
- WRAMC In-Processing
- WRAMC Statue
- Commissary (3 photos)
- Conducting Clinical Tests
- Patient Consultation
- Abrams Hall (Enlisted Quarters)

00165: Buildings and Grounds, Miscellaneous (1917-1970s)
- Three houses (1917)
- Red Cross, WRAMC (1924)
- YWCA, WRAMC (1924)
- First Nurses’ Residence (1924)
- Nurses’ Quarters #1 (1931)
- Formal Garden (1941)
- Lady Sitting in Wooded Area of Formal Garden (1948)
- Garden of Walter Reed Hospital, Cherry Trees in Bloom (1948)
- Memorial Chapel (1948 and ca. 1960s)
- WR Library Towards Gym (ca. 1950s)
- Hoff Medal, AMS-557-2 (1950)
- Walter Reed Memorial (ca. 1960s)
- Delano Hall, Bldg. 11, In the Snow with Cars in Front (ca. 1960s)
- Flagstaff in Snow, Bldg. 10 (ca. 1960s)
- Bldg. 40, Craig Pavilion with Tulips (Color w/Negative, n.d.)
- Hoff Memorial Fountain Cleaning (ca. 1970s)
- Outpatient Clinic Exterior (ca. 1970s)
- Data Processing Branch, Exterior, ca. 1970s
- Vedder Pavilion Exterior (ca. 1970s)
- Research Buildings, C133-1,2,5,6,8,9 and 10 (ca. 1970s)
- US Army Regional Dental Activity Building, C1333-12 (n.d.)
- Building 17 Exterior (n.d.)
- Interior of Home—Unidentified (3 color photographs)
• Unidentified Building Fire, n.d (3 black and white photographs)
• Grounds/Landscaping (n.d)
• Officers’ Quarters Bldg. 25 (n.d.)
• Post Theatre 175 (n.d.)

00166: Centennial Book, Photographs Used In (9 DVDs)
• See also Box 002, Folder 0016, Centennial Celebration

Box 013: People, Activities and Events [1 of 2]

00167: Activities, 1920s (NARA SG 590000 Series)
00168: American Indians with Patients, ca. 1920s
00169: Armed Forces Senior Enlisted Advisors at Walt Disney World, n.d.
00170: Army Nurse Course Graduation, 1921
00171: Borden, William C., Portrait (3 views)
00172: Ceremonies, 1920s (Neg #s 59000s)
00173: Clinical/Ward Photographs, 1920s (NARA SG 590000 Series)
00174: Dedication of Walter Reed Memorial, 1966
  • Signal Corps Photographs by PFC Lynn Tidwell (13 B&W Photos, 3 Negatives)
  • Service Stripe, Vol. XXII, No. 47, Nov. 25, 1966
00175: Easter Sunrise Service, 1964
00176: Emblems and Logos
  • WRAMC 75 Years of Service
  • Walter Reed Congressional Medal
  • Army Medical Center Emblem

00177: Funerals
  • Services for Maj Gen Charles R. Reynolds, Retired US Army Surgeon General
  • Untitled Procession Outside Church
  • Untitled Procession at Cemetery

00178: Graduating Classes
  • Nurses Class, ASN, 1924
  • Forty-Four Interns, Residents Receive Diplomas, 1962
  • Army Nurse Corps Officers Complete 2-Year Program in Anesthesiology, 1959

00179: Inauguration of AP Wire Service at WRAMC

00180: Leisure Activities
  • Washington Redskins Game (n.d.)
  • Lunch at Georgetown Park
  • Costume Part, #2278-4
  • PFC Williams with Young Boy (3 photos)
  • Identified Woman on Tennis Courts
  • Buffet and Organist, Unidentified (negatives)
  • Fishing Trip, Unidentified Participants (negatives)

00181: MacArthur at WRAMC, 1964
  • General MacArthur Checking in to WRGH, March 2, 1964
  • Mrs. MacArthur Escorted by Son After General’s Death, April 5, 1964

00182: MIA/POW Retreat Ceremony, 1985
  • Four Platoons with Color Guard
  • Color Guard Lowering Colors
• Veteran Saluting

00183: Military Activities, Unidentified
  • Soldiers Carrying Wounded on Litter
  • Parachutes Behind Plane
  • Switchboard Operators
  • Soldiers Having Lunch on Log
  • Soldiers Eating in the Field
  • Field Exercises (Negatives)
  • Boots (close-up)
  • Two Soldiers Holding Hands in Front of Fountain
  • Soldiers with Gasmasks Carrying Litter

00184: New hospital opening, 1977 (15 photographs)
  • Includes photo of dedication plaque

00185: Officers
  • MG Bernstein
  • MG Bruegge
  • GEN Lyter
  • GEN Lyter in Front of WRGH
  • MG Walter L. Reed
  • MG Reed Receiving Oak Leaf Clusters
  • Director Rogers
  • Former Commander Rumbaugh

00186: Officers, Unidentified

00187: Patient Care
  • Blood Pressure Training for Medical Specialists
  • 2 Billion Volt X-ray Machine
  • Prepping for X-ray Exam
  • Woman at OB-GYN Clinic (3 photos)
  • Lobby/Waiting Room Area
  • IV Administration
  • Patient Consultation
  • X-ray Machine Adjustment
  • OB-GYN Consultation
  • Man and Infant Boy with Bracelet
  • Eye Examination
  • Locating Veins
  • Ear Examination
  • Anesthesia Administration
  • Oral Examination
  • Clinical Rounds
  • Chest Examination
  • Patients Reading, Receiving Gifts
  • Arm Examination
  • Arm Brace Adjustment
  • Patient Exam Using Special Viewing Device (negatives)
  • Visiting With Patients
- Group of Patients Flashing “V” Sign (negative)

00188: Patient Rehabilitation
- Occupational Therapy, Woodworking Device, 1922
- Occupational Therapy, Nurse at Table With Purse
- Orthopedic Ward, Teaching Sgt How to Use Crutches, 1958
- OT Clinic Affiliate Works with Patient at a Bicycle Saw, 1959

00189: Patient Transport
- Dodge Metropolitan Ambulance, 1 Litter, 1956 Model D-63
- Cadillac Metropolitan Ambulance, Rear View, 1958
- 329th Hospital Train, Four 8” x 10” Photos and Ten Negatives, 1951

00190: Polio Treatment

00191: Political Cartoons

00192: Postcards

Box 014: People, Activities and Events [2 of 2]

00193: Presidents
- Harding at WRH Giving Speech, 1921
- Harding Speaking on Hospital Steps, 1921
- Harding at WRH Shaking Soldier’s Hand, 1921
- Harding at WRH, Shaking Hand of Wounded, 1921
- Coolidge Visiting Patients, 5-12-26
- Truman Shaking Hands with a Marine
- Eisenhower Visiting Patients, “Where Heroes Meet”
- Eisenhower Painting in Ward 8
- Eisenhower and Dulles, 4-23-59
- Eisenhower at WRAH with Gen. Forsee, 5-18-59
- LB Johnson Visits WRGH, 12-16-69
- Nixon in Hospital Bed
- Nelson Rockefeller Visits Nixon in Hospital

00194: Prosthetics
- PFC Richard Gerdel Tests Proper Fit of New Prosthesis in Walking Room, 8-2-68
- Sgt. A. Spencer Playing Baseball
- Sgt. A. Spencer, Lt. D. Dennehuy, and Lt. A Clark with Cigarette Pack
- Physical Therapy, Prosthetic Leg on Steps
- Limb and Brace Shop, Chuck Whitham, 1-20-61
- Plastic Eye Making, USAMBRL
- W. Isaac, Prosthetics Supervisor Making Casts (5 photos)
- Rodriguez Examining Dental Casts
- Grinding Prosthetic Device

00195: Retirement of CSM Bell, 1983 (15 photos)

00196: Staff, Activities, 1940s-50s
- A Typical Exchange During World War II
- Second Lt. Helen V. Donley Pouring Medicine on Hospital Train in England, 1943
- Experimental Work at the Army Medical School, Technicians, #126262
- Gas Station with Attendant and Officer
- Women Modeling New Army Uniforms Designed by Hattie Carnegie, 1950
- First Man Commissioned in ANC, 1955
- WRAMC-TV Studio with Helliwell, Day, Levardson, Liesinger, Bodine, 1957
- Anatomy Lesson, Model with Removable Organs, Hight, Gray, Legg, 1958

00197: Surgery
- Pre-1909 Surgery by Gaslight
- Operating Room, Main Building, 1922
- Cleaning Surgical Instruments, n.d.
- Operating Room, WRAMC Scene, 1951
- Capt. Engquist Operates Mayo-Gibbon Pump Oxygenator, Open Heart Surgery, 1961
- Public Information Office Press Release on Engquist and Heart Pump, 1961
- Department of Surgery, Operation in Progress, ca. 1970s
- New Cardiac Catheterization Lab, n.d.

00198: Unsored Negatives Made at AFIP (Duplicates of Images Listed Above)

00199: VIP Visits [1 of 2]
- Duke of Windsor, 1920
- General Diaz (Italy), 1921
- Painting of Marshall Foch, 1921
- Marshall Foch and General Petain, 1923
- J.D. Glennen with Lady Shaking Hand of Another Male, n.d.
- Roy Rogers Visits with His Famous Horse, n.d.
- Col. Flikke Admires Portraits at Delano Hall, 1948
- Maj. Gen. Walter Reed visits Hospital Named After his Father, 1951
- Queen Juliana of the Netherlands and Gen. Sreit, 1952
- French Nurse Lt. Genevieve de Galard Terraube Talks to Patients, 1954
- Lt. Genevieve de Galard Terraube, 1954
- Turkish General Tevfik Guner Tours Walter Reed, 1957
- Turkish General Guner with Col. Hartley, 1957
- Malayan Envoy Dr. Ismail bin Dato Abdul Rahman Visits Walter Reed, 1957
- Dr. Takeshi Mitarai, Chairman of the Japanese, 1957 (3 photos)
- Seminar on Gastrointestinal Diseases, 14 Doctors from 8 Countries, 1957 (5 photos)
- Brig. Gen Hughes of England and Col Hartford, 1957
- Lt. Col. Udom of Thailand Army, 1957
- Turkish Officers Tour Walter Reed, 1958
- Chinese Surgeon General Wen-tah Yang, 1958
- Portrait of Winston Churchill, 1959
- Churchill Viewing Painted Portrait, 1959

00200: VIP Visits [2 of 2]
- Gen. Heaton Greets Secretary Hortes on Visit to Dulles, 1959
- Gen. Pershing Sitting With Cane and Cuspidor on Floor, ca. 1950s
- “VIPS: Domestic and Foreign”: Ike, Dulles, Maung, Pershing, Mashhur, ca. 1950s
- Actress Irene Ryan, ca. 1950s-60s
- Bob Hope and Jerry Colona with Patients, ca. 1950s-60s
- Red Buttons, ca. 1950s-60s
• Barry Goldwater, ca. 1950s-60s
• Jimmy Durante Visits Patient, ca. 1950s-60s
• Diana Ross with Patient, ca. 1960s
• Bill Cosby Shakes Soldier’s Hand, ca. 1960s
• Playboy Bunnies Visit Patient, ca. 1960s

00201: Walter Reed Bust
00202: Walter Reed Portraits (3 Versions)
00203: World War I: Patients
• Education of Wounded, Horticulture for One-Armed Man
• Rehab, Playing Baseball
• Rehab, Baseball Team
• Rehab, Artwork and Sculpture on Display
• Ward 72 Patients Shaking Hands, 1920
• Patients Mess Hall Empty, 1921
• Patients Eating in Hospital Mess Hall
• Rehab, 11 Men Gathered Closely Around Table
• Rehab, Men Sitting at Desks
• On Crutches, Bob Martin, Age 31
• Three Soldiers Exiting Car, One on Crutches
• Patients in Formation Outdoors, On Crutches
• Nurse Driving Car Loaded with Soldiers on Crutches
• Patients Lined Up Along Street

00204: World War I: People and Activities
• Unidentified Nurse in Front of Gazebo
• Army Nurses Wearing Butcher’s Aprons Over Gray Hospital Uniform, France
• Staff Gathered Around Flowers and Plants
• Two Dieticians and a Cook
• Personnel in Formation, Flag Day
• Post Band and Grand Inspection, 1919
• Medical Personnel in White Uniforms, Group Photo
• Five Cooks and Three Soldiers Posing for Group Photo
• People Reading in Library
• Bugler Playing Taps
• Personnel, NCOs, Group Photo
• Personnel, NCOs, Nurses, Dieticians, Etc., Group Photo

00205: WRGH Medical and Dental Corps, 1970-71

Box 015: PAO Photos and Stripe Photos

(Note: most of the PAO photos are not labeled or dated and almost all are color negatives. Most of the Stripe photos are not labeled or dated. Labels included below are provided for descriptive purposes.)

00206: PAO Photos, 1950s [1 of 3]
• Laboratory Workers With Test Tubes (1 Negative)
• Laboratory Workers Measuring and Processing (2 Negatives)
- Medical Equipment Instruction (3 negatives)
- Medical Equipment/Technology (7 Negatives)
- Patient Care With Technology (3 Negatives)
- Rehabilitation (1 Negative)
- Artificial Kidney (1 Negative)
- Veterinary Pathology (9 Negatives)
- Veterinary Neuropathology, Monkey (5 Negatives)

00207: PAO Photos, 1950s [2 of 3]
- Medical Supply Room (1 Negative)
- Dental Lab (3 Negatives)
- Officer’s Staff and Various Departments (12 Negatives)
  - Mikuluk, Taro, Torgerson, Telman, Myers, Knowlton,
- Blood Pint Test for Influenza (2 Negatives)
- Eggs, Vaccination (6 Negatives)
- Serum Fractionation (1 Negative)
- Jet Gun Used for Vaccination (8 Negatives)

00208: Col. Sheppeck (1 Negative)
- Uniformed Officers and Staff, Unidentified (6 Negatives)
- Dental Classrooms (35 B & W Photos)
- Dental Classrooms (48 Negatives)
- Miscellaneous Subjects (Negatives)
  - Conference Room
  - Blair
  - WRAMC Awards
  - Col. Mason

00209: Stripe Photos, 1960s-80s
- Gardening
- Boy on Beanbag Chair
- Bicentennial of Treaty of Paris Bayonet Charge
- Manufacture of Prosthetic Device for Torso (3 photos)
- E-4 Cheryl R. Martin Writing in Notebook
- Cartoonist Bruno Zaffina
- Officer Mickens in Dress Uniform, n.d.
- Plaque Presented to Newberry
- Technicare Computer with Technician
- Hewlett-Packard 7758D System with Technician
- Guard at Gate with Woman in Sunbird
- Dietary Management Consultation
- Outpatient Records Department
- Office Worker on Phone at Computer
- Patient Registration Form
- Patient Representatives Office
- Laboratory Technician Transfers Liquid from Bottle
- Orderlies at the Commissary Getting Ice
- Patient Consultation
- Information Desk, Sue Butkus Assists Two Gentlemen
• Filling Out Forms, Patient Consultation
• Al Skudnik, Pharmacy
• Microscopes in Use at Table in Library
• Hospital Staff Collaboration, Examining Document
• Woman at Card Filing Center
• Priest Blesses Woman
• Man Receives Haircut
• Veterinary Corps Canines, 1968
• Unidentified Plaque Revealed
• Unidentified Ceremony Pinning
• Scott Schaffer of Walter Reed Boy Scouts Club at 1980 Exposition
• WRAMC Group Shot, Hospital Staff, ca. 1980s (color)
• Operating Room with Overhead Lights
• Reel-to-Reel Data Storage Room with Technician
• Doctor Palpating Patient in Rural Clinic
• Woman at Typewriter
• Switchboard Operator
• Technician at Large Microscope, Overhead
• Woman Filing Papers

00210: *Stripe* Photos, Mostly 1980s (Over 200 4” x 6” B & W photos not labeled or dated)
• Clinical and Technical Subjects (~100 photos)
• Leisure and Work Activities (~75 photos)
• Military Operations (9 photos)
• Equipment and Grounds (5 photos)

00211: *Stripe* Photos, 1990
• Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy for Gall Bladder Removal (13 4” x 6” B & W photos)

00212: *Stripe* Prints and Negatives
• 2” x 3” Prints of *Stripe* Articles and Images, Misc. (25 B & W Prints)
• 2” x 3” Negatives of *Stripe* Articles and Images, Misc. (16 Negatives)

**Box 016: WRAMC Historical Collections Slides [1 of 2]**

(Note: These slides (approximately 4000 in total) are not labeled or dated. Originally stored in six binders, they show a range of buildings, grounds, staff, and patients, primarily from the 1970s-1980s.)

**Box 017: WRAMC Historical Collections Slides [2 of 2]**

(Note: These slides (approximately 4000 in total) are not labeled or dated. Originally stored in six binders, they show a range of buildings, grounds, staff, and patients, primarily from the 1970s-1980s.)

**Box 034 (OVERSIZED BOX):**

00219: Photographs: Buildings, including Interiors, Grounds, and Staff, 1918-1940s
• Map of AMC, 1918
• Main Building 1, 1920
• Hospital Morgue, 1922
• Artist Miss Manacum in Studio, 1922
• Class Room, Army School of Nursing, 1921
• New Addition Under Construction, 1931
• Radio Room 1924
• New Landscape from West Wing, 1929
• New Landscape East, 1929
• Outpatient Service, 1941
• Outpatient Service, 1941

00220: Photographs: VIPs: Lloyd George, Joffre, Harding, 1920s
00221: Wickliffe Memorabilia—Junior Dietician Certificate, 1929
00222: National Park Seminary (Forest Glen) Viewbook, 1920s
00223: Photographs: Aerial views of WRAMC, 1930, nd
00224: Photographs: Typhus Medal Presentation, Unidentified Ceremony, ca. 1940s
00225: National Park College (Forest Glen) Bulletin, Viewbook Issue, 1942
00226: General George Beach, 1944
00227: Officers: Beach, Haig, Siler, Stitt, Unidentified
00228: Color Photos of Emergency Eedicine, Vietnam
00229: Panorama of New Hospital Construction, 1974
00230: Color Photos of Memorial Chapel and New Hospital, ca. 1980s

Additional Photographs in Flat File Storage in 1013, 22-7-C-1:

1. Photograph of the “Lobby Renovations” for the Walter Reed Army Medical Center
   • Produced by “Directorate of Public Works”
   • Photograph focuses on Information Desk in the Lobby
   • White frame with white mount
   • Undated

2. Photograph of “Lobby Renovations” for the Walter Reed Army Medical Center
   • Produced by “Directorate of Public Works”
   • Photograph focuses on lounge area in the Lobby
   • A small photograph is included in the picture frame displaying the before renovations with people walking in the Lobby area.
   • White frame with white mount
   • Undated

3. Colored drawing of “Behavioral Science Building” at the Walter Reed Medical Center
   • Created by Arthur Tucker? (Hard to read out name on bottom right corner)
   • Drawing focuses on the red brick Science building
   • Silver frame with white mount
   • Drawing created 1992

4. Colored painting of Parking Garage at Walter Reed Army Medical Center
   • Painting focuses on the pine trees in front of the parking garage
   • There is no nameplate or description on frame
   • Silver frame with white mount
   • Undated

5. Colored drawing of “Walter Reed Army Medical Center,” “Vista from Behavioral Science Building,”
“Looking West towards Indoor Swimming Pool”
- Created by R. Regan Studio 4
- Drawing focuses on the buildings surrounding the Walter Reed General Hospital
- Black frame with white mount
- Undated

6. Colored drawing of “Walter Reed Army Medical Center,” “Vista from Behavioral Science Building,” “Looking West towards Indoor Swimming Pool”
- Created by R. Regan Studio 4
- Drawing focuses on the buildings surrounding the Walter Reed General Hospital
- White frame with white mount
- Same picture as the number 6 drawing
- Undated

7. Colored drawing of “Walter Reed Army Medical Center,” “Quadrangle East of Wrair,” “Looking North towards Recreation Center”
- Created by R. Regan Studio 4
- Drawing focuses on the surrounding buildings with a water fountain in the center
- White frame with white mount
- Undated

8. Colored drawing of “Walter Reed General Hospital”
- Architects and Planners: Stone, Marraccini, Patterson; Architect: Milton T. Pflueger
- Displayed on bottom right corner “U.S. Army Corps of Engineers North Atlantic Division, Baltimore District, September 1970”
- Drawing focuses on the sketch of the hospital
- Silver frame with white mount
- Undated

9. Colored sketch of Walter Reed Army Medical Center Guest House
- “Mologne House Hotel”
- Architects: Brennan Beer Gorman
- Sketch focuses on the structure of the hotel
- Wooden frame, no mount
- Undated
- Signed attached to frame stating “Sign Picture will be sent to National Archives”

10. Aerial photograph of the Walter Reed Army Medical Center
- Photograph focuses on the aerial shot of the WRAMC property
- No frame, photograph glued on a mount
- Undated

SERIES 004: U.S. ARMY PROSTHETICS LAB

Box 018:

00231: Army Medical Bioengineering Research and Development Lab Transfer, 1983
00232: Army Prosthetics Lab (CD-Rom)
  - Amputee Driver Training Program Text, Photos, and Articles, 1945-51
  - Amputee OT and Bowling Photos and Articles, 1948-52
  - Army Prosthetics Research Lab Background, Reports, and Handbooks, 1948-57
• Artificial Hand and Glove Photos, Manuals, and Correspondence, 1947-58
• ASME Design of Hand Substitutes Article, Maurice J. Fletcher, 1960
• Cineplastic Surgery Technical Report, Conference Announcement, and Text, 1952-54
• Esta Wells Archery Photos and Letter, 1946
• Korea News Articles, 1950-52
• Prosthetics Research Articles on Below-Knee Suction and Five-Ways Ankle, 1950-53
• “Rehabilitation of the Lower Extremity Amputee,” Vietnam Era, by Orthopedic Service Chief Charles W. Metz
• Return to Duty for Disabled Veterans Articles and Memoranda, 1946-52
• Syme Amputations Performed at WRAH, ca. 1946, August W. Spittler
• Woodworking Shop Memo, 1951
• World War I Era OT and Rehab Photographs
• WRGH Symposium, June 3, 1947

00232: Schematic Drawings, T-101 thru T-111 (1946)
00232: Schematic Drawings, T-111 thru T-128 (1946-1947)
00233: Schematic Drawings, T-128 thru T-139 (1946-1948)
00234: Schematic Drawings, T-139 thru T-149 (1947)
00235: Schematic Drawings, T-150 thru T-166 (1947-1948)
00236: Schematic Drawings, T-166 thru T-189 (1948)
00237: Schematic Drawings, T-189 thru T-199 (1945-1950)
00238: Schematic Drawings, T-200 thru T-229 (1949)
00239: Schematic Drawings, T-300 thru T-349 (1951-1952)
00240: Schematic Drawings, T-350 thru T-399 (1952-1953)
00243: Schematic Drawings, T-440 thru T-449 (1955)
00245: Schematic Drawings, T-481 thru T-494 (1957)
00246: Schematic Drawings, T-494 thru T-505 (1957-1958)
00247: Schematic Drawings, T-505 thru T-513 (1958)
00248: Schematic Drawings, T-513 thru T-532 (1958)
00249: Schematic Drawings, T-532 thru T-548 (1958)
00250: Schematic Drawings, T-556 thru T-599 (1959-1962)
00251: Schematic Drawings, T-605 thru T-679 (1965)

Box 019:

00255: Schematic Drawings, T-100 thru T-199 (1946-1948)
00256: Schematic Drawings, T-200 thru T-299 (1949-1951)
00257: Schematic Drawings, T-300 thru T-399 (1951-1953)
00258: Schematic Drawings, T-400 thru T-499 (1953-1957)
00262: Schematic Drawings, T-800 thru T-999 (1969-1972)

**Oversize Flat File Storage—Row 22, Column 7, Cabinet C, Drawers 2 and 3:**

Schematic Drawings, Misc. Schematic Drawings (1946-1972)
Schematic Drawings, T-100 thru T-799 (1946-1972)

**SERIES 005: PATHOLOGY OF THE EYE PHOTOMICROGRAPHS**

**Box 020: Pathology of the Eye, Volume I, Photographed and Arranged by Helenor Campbell**

- Includes images the following categories:
  - Normal
  - Colloid Excrecescences and Atrophy of Optic Nerve
  - Panophthalmitis
  - Phthisis Bulbi
  - Ocular Inflammations
  - Tuberculosis
  - Syphilis
  - Sympathetic Ophthalmia
  - Cornea Injuries
  - Cataractous Lenses
  - Glaucoma and Hypertension
  - Senile Changes and Arteriosclerosis

**Box 021: Pathology of the Eye, Volume II, Photographed and Arranged by Helenor Campbell**

- Includes images in the following categories:
  - Choked Disc
  - Albuminuric Retinitis
  - Diseases of Blood, Metabolism, Nutrition, Etc.
  - Ocular Adnexa
  - Normal Variation and Congenital Anomalies
  - Congenital and Hereditary Diseases
  - Tumors of Eyelid
  - Tumors of Conjunctiv 
a
  - Tumors of Lacrimal Gland and Sac
  - Tumors of Cornea
  - Tumors of Iris
  - Tumors of Ciliary Body
  - Tumors of Choroid
  - Tumors of Retina
  - Tumors of Optic Nerve
  - Tumors of Orbit
SERIES 006: ARMY SCHOOL OF NURSING ANNUALS

Box 022: The Army School of Nursing Annual: 1921 (2), 1923, 1925-1927
Box 023: The Army School of Nursing Annual: 1929 (2), 1930-1931

SERIES 007: STRIPE—WRAMC STAFF NEWSPAPER

Box 025: Stripe, 1994-1998
Box 026: Stripe, 1999-2002
Box 027: Stripe, 2003-2006
Box 028: Stripe, 2007-2010

SERIES 008: ARMY COMMUNITY SERVICE PHOTOGRAPHS AND SCRAPBOOKS

Box 029: Army Community Service Scrapbook, ca. 1974-1979
Box 030: Army Community Service Scrapbook, ca. 1973-1978
Box 031: Army Community Service Scrapbook, ca. 1965-1969
Box 032: ACS History, Ceremonies, and Meetings

00265: History of Army Community Services, ca. 1965 to 1990 [1 of 2]
00266: History of Army Community Services, ca. 1965 to 1990 [2 of 2]
00267: ACS Award Ceremonies and Meetings, ca. 1960-1980s [1 of 3]
00268: ACS Award Ceremonies and Meetings, ca. 1960-1980s [2 of 3]
00269: ACS Award Ceremonies and Meetings, ca. 1960-1980s [3 of 3]
Box 033: ACS Photos, Newsletter, Meetings, and Events

00270: Duplicate ACS Stripe Photographs, ca. 1968-1978
00271: ACS Newsletter, 1970
00272: ACS Meetings and Events, ca. 1990s [1 of 2]
00273: ACS Meetings and Events, ca. 1990s [2 of 2]
00274: Army Community Service Scrapbook, 1999-2005
00275: Celebrating Army Community Service Volunteers, Photo Album, ca. 2000-2001 [1 of 2]
00276: Celebrating Army Community Service Volunteers, Photo Album, ca. 2000-2001 [2 of 2]
00277: ACS 40th Anniversary Speech, 2005
SERIES 009: GUESTBOOKS

Box 033:

- Guest Books 1 & 2

SERIES 010: FILMS

Box 033:

00278: Original Labels and Documentation (for the following films, housed separately with OHA A/V Collections):

- Early Development of the Microscope
- AFIP Groundbreaking (South Wing), 3/22/68
- Groundbreaking—Medical Museum—Original
- Museum Opening
- Change of Command
- AFIP Flag Presentation
- WRAMC Change of Command
- Deliver of Five Grafted and Immunized Fetuses (Ovine), Dr. Kraner, AFIP
- Original Fetal Grafting (Ovine), Dr. Kraner, AFIP

SERIES 011: COMEBACK NEWSPAPERS

Four bound volumes of the *Come-back* (aka *Comeback*), the Walter Reed newspaper produced by patients for patients, during and immediately after World War I, including the first edition from December 1918. Currently located in oversized flat tile storage Row 22, Column 7, Cabinet C, Drawers 3:

Four volumes (very fragile, brittle condition) cover the following date ranges:

- December 1918 through May 1919
- May 1919 through December 1919
- December 1919 through March 1920
- December 191 through March 1921

Additional materials in map case drawer (formerly MC08 D1):

- Rolled patient treatment chart
- Photographs: Aerial View of WRAMC, Confederate Signal Tree
- Posters: Print of National Park Seminary; Notice for WRAMC Organization Day
- Oversized newscuttings